Lesson 4.2

Name ___________________________
Date __________________ Pd ______

The Road to the American Revolution: 1763—1776
I. The Road to Revolution (1763-1776)
A. The end of the French & Indian War (1763), marked the start of the road towards the American Revolution:
1. 1763:

Beginning of ______________________________________________________________ & Proclamation Line

2. 1765-67: Stamp & Townshend Acts
3. 1773-75: Boston Tea Party, Intolerable Acts, Lexington & Concord
4. 1776:

_________________________________________________________________________

B. Key Events in the road to revolution
1. 1765 STAMP ACT
(a). British Action: Britain passes the Stamp Act, a ________
law requiring colonists to purchase special stamps to
prove payment of tax.

4. 1773 TEA ACT
(a). British Action: Britain gives the ________________
Company special concessions in the colonial tea
business and shuts out colonial tea _____________

(b). Colonial Reaction: Colonists _________________ stamp
distributors, ________________________ British goods,
and prepare a Declaration of Rights and Grievances.

(b). Colonial Reaction: Colonists in Boston rebel,
dumping _________________________ pounds
of East India Company tea into Boston Harbor.

(c). The “_______________________________________” &
“Daughters of Liberty” were formed to protest British
restrictions & became the leaders of colonial resistance

5. 1774 INTOLERABLE ACTS
(a). British Action: King George III tightens __________
over Massachusetts by closing _______________
Harbor and quartering troops.

(d). The colonial boycotts were ______________________ &
Britain ____________________________ the Stamp Act
2. 1767 TOWNSHEND ACTS
(a). British Action: Britain taxes certain colonial imports and
stations troops at major colonial ports to protect
customs officers. The was a series of “______________”
taxes on lead, glass, paper, tea, etc.
(b). Colonial Reaction: Colonists protest “taxation without
__________________________________________” and
organize a new boycott of imported goods.
(c). Colonists created _______________________________
of correspondence to communicate with each other

(b). Colonial Reaction: Colonial leaders form the First
________________________________________
and draw up a declaration of colonial rights.
6. 1775 LEXINGTON AND CONCORD
(a). British Action: General Gage orders troops to
march to Concord, Massachusetts, and seize
colonial _________________________________
(b). Colonial Reaction: __________________________
intercept the British and engage in ____________
— first at Lexington, and then at Concord.

3. 1770 BOSTON MASSACRE
(a). British Action: British troops stationed in Boston are
taunted by an angry mob. The troops ___________ into
the crowd, _________________________ five colonists.
(b). Colonial Reaction: Colonial agitators label the conflict a
___________________________________ and publish a
dramatic engraving depicting the violence.
C. Colonists used the ideas of the ________________________________________________ to justify their protest
1. John Locke wrote that people have ________________________ (life, liberty, & property) & should oppose _____________
2. Rousseau believed that citizens have a ________________________________________ with their gov’t
3. __________________________ argued that power should not be in the hands of a king, but separated among gov’t branches
II. Conclusions
A. By December 1775, the British & American colonists were fighting an “___________________________ revolutionary war”…but:
1. Colonial leaders had not yet declared ____________________________________________
2. In 1776, Thomas Paine’s __________________________________________ convinced many ________________ colonists to
support independence from Britain
3. By _____________________________, colonists drafted the Declaration of Independence

